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Can Firms adapt 
to changes in the environment?

• In most cases. No!  (Louca and Medonca, 2002) 
– Of the 266 largest  US manufacturing companies in 1917 only 

28 remained on the list in 1997.  

• Difficult in high velocity environments (e.g. high tech)
– Rapid and discontinuous change in demand, competitors  

technology and/or regulation (Bourgeois & Eisenhardt, 1988)

• Firms adapt can adapt by transforming themselves. 
(O’Reilly & Tushman, 2007)
– GKN Age: 245 years Coal  Auto Parts and Aerospace
– Harris Age: 100 years Printing presses  Electronics 
– Tandy Age: 110 years Leather Goods  Electronics Retailing

• The key to adaptation are ‘dynamic capabilities’.
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Dynamic Capabilities

• Have been defined as ….

– “The ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure 
internal and external competencies to address 
rapidly-changing environments.” (Teece, Pisano, 
Shuen, 1997:516)

– High level routines or processes (Winter, 2003) 

– Routines to learn new routines (Eisenhardt and 
Martin, 2000)
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Real-Time Capabilities 
(Weber & Fayed, 2007)

• What happens when your environment shifts day 
to day?

– Extreme-velocity environment!

– Optimal conditions may change many times before one 
lot goes through manufacturing line.

– Occurs in many high tech manufacturing industries

• You must develop real-time capabilities, 

– i.e. be able to learn and adapt essentially in real time.

• Research Question: How do you do that?
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Proposed Research

• Develop the ability to characterize the 
operating curve of essentially any factory and 
predict its performance.
– Accurately predict the operating curve for any 

product mix.

• Develop ability to re-characterize the 
operating curve of any factory in real time.
– Include revenue and cost considerations

– Maximize profit in extreme velocity environment!
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Research Setting

• Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
Fabrication Facility (ASIC Fab)

• Ideal object of study

– Multiple-products; multiple processes

– ~400 process steps 

– Diverse and expensive capital equipment

– Extreme Velocity Environment

• Very frequent changes in demand, unit cost of good 
sold and product mix.  
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Research Stage 1: 
Optimizing the Operating Curve

• Iterative approach based on queuing theory.  
• Represent processes, flow, equipment sets, recipes, 

qualifications, equipment availability, etc. (Leachman)
• Operational effectiveness ratio (OER) 

– Defined as throughput divided by cycle time, 
– Used as a general performance metric for the fab.  

• Model OER as a function of throughput and cycle time. 
• Validate the model by comparing predicted conditions 

to actual conditions observed in the fab 
• If necessary, we adjust the model to predict actual data 

more accurately.  
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Queue time is function of all the above. The 
accuracy of the model depends on how accurate 
the input data represent the factory operations
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CT: Cycle time
QT: Queue time
Ca: arrival c.v.
Ce: service time c.v.
u: utilization
m: # of qualified tools
PT: process time
A: availability
j: step
k: equipment type

V U T

Queuing Theory Approach
(pioneered by Leachman)

Kingman’s equation = x x (source: Factory Physics)
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Research Stage-1: Key Finding #1

• Model accurate 
to within 2% 
for wide range 
of capital 
investment 
– (OC-1 vs. OC-1 

actual)

– (OC-2 vs. OC-2 
actual) 1.20 
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Application of Finding #1

• Equipment purchase decisions are made 
using the model. 

– We plan expansions to the fab by predicting 
operating curves under particular sets of 
conditions (OC-2 and OC-3).  

– “OC-2 actual”  represents actual operating 
conditions after a fab expansion made in 
response to a predicted operating curve (OC-2).
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Research Stage-1: Key Finding #2

• OER is nearly 
optimal for a 
wide range of 
throughput 
regardless of 
the level of 
capital 
investment.  

• Stable factory 
operations are 
possible if 
operating 
curve is well 
characterized. 
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Research Stage-1: Key Finding #3

• OER is near optimal 
levels for a very narrow 
range of cycle time 
regardless of the size of 
the fab’s equipment set. 

• Cycle time needs to be 
targeted. 

• Target cycle time for a 
particular set of 
conditions should be 
calculated by using a 
model such as this. 

• Model predicts factory 
load that achieves 
target.
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Implications

• A relatively simple queuing theory model can 
accurately predict the operating curve of 
essentially any factory. 

• The optimal cycle time can be targeted.

• The factory load that will achieve the optimal 
cycle time can be calculated a priori. 
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Research Stage 2 -- Upcoming

• Validate model in with a variety of product mixes.

• Develop capability for predicting operating curves 
for a broad base of product mixes in near real-
time.

• Implications: 

– Optimal point on operating curve can be recalculated 
as environment shifts.

– Factory can adapt to the extreme velocity 
environment .
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Research Stage 3 -- Upcoming

• Include revenue and cost considerations in model

– Revenue model from Leachman and Ding (2007)

• Includes unit price, yield, throughput  and cycle time

– Incorporate total cost of ownership models

• Implications:

– Scenarios for profitability can be generated in near 
real time.

– Product mix can be adjusted to maximize profitability 
whenever the environment shifts. 
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Plans

• Practitioner’s Plans

– Model for stages 2 and 3 will be developed and 
validated at Cypress Semiconductors

– Iterative process that will continue for two years.

• Academic Research

– Can lessons learned from operations model 
enhance dynamic capabilities of the firm?
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